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Abstract
Wind power has traditionally had a high level of support from the public opinion across different
European countries. However, when the development of a wind farm is announced, some local
opposition may be experienced. The complexity of these projects leads to an increase on
uncertainty and ambiguity levels, with respect to their successful completion, which needs to be
identified and managed so the negative effects on the project are reduced.
This Master thesis analyzes the case of wind power in Spain, focusing on project development
practices currently used and their effect over the acceptance in local communities. A Technology
Innovation System of Analysis has been designed to structure the study, using Actor Network
Theory to analyze the dynamics between the different actors, as well as the power distribution
and the procedural justice.
The evolution of the wind power industry is presented, followed by the description of the
experience of a developer of wind farms in Spain. The case concerning a number of installations
with controversial episodes is analyzed in detail with the use of a socio-technical approach. This
is followed by a discussion, where the lack of public participation is identified as an important
problem and two approaches to addressing it are proposed.
The first approach suggests to open the development processes to all the stakeholders of the
project, thus making it more transparent and at the same time increasing procedural justice and
the level of trust towards the developer. The second approach suggests to establish active
partnerships with local communities, by offering a substantial number of shares of the projects
or by promoting the establishment of cooperatives of neighbors to invest in wind farms. This
would increase distributional justice and by extension the attachment of more people to wind
power.
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1. List of key-words: definitions
It is considered relevant to start this study by providing a list of key-words, so the author and
the reader share a conceptual reference so that the next chapters can be understood more
clearly.
Actor
Actors are someone or something which make a difference and have an importance for
a process (Latour 2005)
Network
A network is a set of actors, human and non-human, with relevant relations between
them (Latour 2005)
Stakeholder
The stakeholders of a project are individuals and organizations that are actively involved
in the project, or whose interests may be positively or negatively affected as a result of
project execution or project completion; they may also exert influence over the project
and its results (PMBOK Guide 2000)
Local acceptance
Acceptance of siting decisions and renewable energy projects by local stakeholders,
particularly residents and local authorities (Wüstenhagen et al. 2007)
NIMBY
Not i
a k a d describes the phenomenon of people who are in favor of wind
power but are opposed to wind turbines in their own area (Wolsink 2000)
Technological innovation system (TIS)
Socio-technical systems focused on the development, diffusion and use of a particular
technology in terms of knowledge, product or both (Bergek et al. 2008)
Complexity
Inability to evaluate the effects of actions because too many variables interact, causing
inadequacy of the available information (Pich et al. 2002)
Uncertainty
Uncertainty is defined, in the field of management of construction projects, as absence
of information required for the decision that needs to be taken at a point in time (Winch
2002)
Ambiguity
Ambiguity refers to the different considerations that various people can make from the
same fact, and that can lead to unexpected situations. Previous authors define it as
absence of knowledge about functional variables (Schrader et al. 1993) or different
interpretations of the same piece of information (Brun et al. 2009).
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Framing
Framing is the process through which a common world is established between different
actors of a project, which allows them to achieve a collective scenario of a desired
outcome (Jolivet & Heiskanen 2010)
Overflowing
Overflowing represents the instability and uncertainty inherent to complex projects,
which might break up at any moment (Jolivet & Heiskanen 2010)
This list of definitions is meant to enhance the understanding of the following chapters for the
reader, avoiding misunderstandings and the use of different meanings for the same concept.
The concepts defined above are used along the study. Further discussion about their relation to
wind power can be found in the chapters below.
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2. Introduction
Wind Power has experienced a fast growth in Spain since the first wind turbine was installed in
the 1980s, until becoming the main source of energy in 2013. However, the functional
characteristics of this technology system may not be moving in the right direction, attending to
the experience in other European countries, where society demanded a more active role and
not being mere observers.
Including local communities in the planning and development phases of wind farm projects is
very often not done due to the inherent complexity and the initial demand of time and
resources. End-users, authorities, and public and private organizations have traditionally been
identified as the main stakeholders and it has been assumed that only they form the network of
stakeholders.
In addition, the current economic situation in Spain has led to major cuts in the subsidies and
investments in renewable energies in general, and wind power in particular. Public opinion has
accepted these changes and the few reactions that have been observed come mainly from
energy companies and developers who saw their business opportunities being limited.
This study explores the role of local communities and their importance to these projects,
specially focusing in the existence of uncertainties and ambiguities and the project management
tactics to deal with them. The case of a wind farm development project in Spain will be studied,
including the experience of a developer and a number of interviews with project managers
involved in these projects.

2.1.

Background: the Wind2050 Project

This Master Thesis was designed together with the Director of the Wind2050 Project, which
consists in a multidisciplinary study on local acceptance and the development of wind power
projects. The target of the Danish Government to obtain all energy from renewable sources by
2050 makes necessary the installation of more wind farms across the country. However, many
wind farms currently being developed have experienced the opposition of local communities.
This study aims to identify different reasons than the simplistic Not i
a k ad o
NIMBY , which explains the resistance of local communities towards the installation of wind
farms as mere selfish attitudes. This is done to better understand their motives for opposition
and to align the strategy for developing new wind farms with their expectations. The analysis of
the situation in Spain was considered relevant, due to the size and importance of its Wind Power
industry.

2.2.

Project development practices in Wind Power

The Work Package 3 is the part of the Project Wind2050 that focuses on the relation between
local acceptance and private project development practices. This study is strongly connected to
it, identifying and analyzing wind farm project development practices in Spain and their
influence on acceptance of the projects by local communities.
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This study will explore the reasons for the increase of uncertainty and ambiguity on wind farm
projects, including the la k of i fo atio e isti g a ou d so e of the lo als easo s fo
resistance and the different interpretations that they and the developers make of the same
events. The collection of data is based on interviews with Project Managers, at a company with
a large experience developing Wind Farms, and other important actors in the industry, and the
review of previous scientific articles about local acceptance of wind farms in Spain and other
countries.

2.3.

Socio-technical approach

This study uses a socio-technical approach, taking into account the nature of the technology
used as well as socioeconomic characteristics of the local communities and its organizational
components. The analytical framework is formed by the Actor Network Theory (ANT), applied
to the case by the use of a technological innovation system (TIS) that makes the analysis more
systematic and less abstract. The use of other concepts such as the value framework and
uncertainty and ambiguity reduction models makes it possible to analyze the TIS and the
dynamics around it.
The desired outcome of the analysis is the identification of reasons for opposition. The
development of strategies that understand better the effects local resistance has over wind
power projects will be proposed in the discussion. The following chapter presents the research
question for this study and the process that led to its formulation.

3. Problem Statement
The current situation of renewable energies in Europe, and specifically Wind Power, can be seen
in two ways: on the one hand, there is a general support to this technology due to its evident
environmental benefits and the creation of economic activity around its research and
development. On the other hand, there are many cases of resistance to the installation of wind
farms by local communities and environmental NGOs across different countries, but no solid
reasons have been found to this opposition.
There is an extended belief that NIMBY is the main explanation, which means that people
support wind farms as long as they are not installed near their properties. Several studies oppose
this reason (Wolsink 2000 and 2006; Wüstenhagen et al. 2007) and propose other explanations
such as the fear of impact on their health, the noise or the specific attachment to the existing
landscape (Borch personal communication).
Some studies elaborate on the reasons for community acceptance (Wüstenhagen et al. 2007),
identifying distributional and process justice, and trust in the developer as key factors for
acceptance of renewable energy installations.
Some authors have studied the acceptance of wind power in Spain with a sociologic approach
(González & Estévez 2005; González 2008). This study includes a socio-technical analysis of this
topic, by using Actor Network Theory (ANT) to analyze both technology and society, and how
they are interrelated.
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The introduction of the terms uncertainty and ambiguity in this study is motivated by the
identification in previous studies, of other complex projects, that the management of this
phenomenon is related to acceptance and success of projects (Schrader 1993; Atkinson et al.
2006; Pitch et al. 2002)
The ambiguity regarding local acceptance of wind farms led to the formulation of the following
research question (RQ):
RQ: Ho to a ou t for a iguit as a lo ki g
o ple proje ts: the ase of Wi d Po er i “pai

e ha is

he pla

i ga d

a agi g

The answer to this question is given in the discussion, as a result of the analysis of the case study
in Spain. The following three sub-questions were formulated to define the expected results from
the analysis, thus making more systematic the process to answer the main research question:
Su RQ : Whi h are the lo ki g
a epta e of these proje ts?

e ha is s used

lo al o

u ities he there is o

The first sub-question is answered after the description of a controversial case in Spain (chapter
7). Other blocking mechanisms were identified during the interviews with experienced
developers, but could not be analyzed due to the time limitation. Future studies of those cases
are proposed in the perspectivation of this paper (chapter 12).
Su RQ : Whi h are the pro le s proje t

a agers fa e he these episodes happe ?

The risks associated to controversies around the development of a wind farm are analyzed in
chapter 9 and discussed in chapter 10. The comparison of the projects studied in Spain with a
number of cases in other countries makes it possible to answer the second sub-question.
Su RQ : Ho a proje t de elopers pla
lo ki g e ha is s?

etter

u dersta di g the d a i s of the

The answer to the third sub-question is given in the discussion of this study, where specific
suggestions to improve the current strategies are made.
The following learning objectives are expected to be acquired after the completion of this
master thesis. They are now presented, in order to introduce the structure followed in this study:
-

Identification and description of wind farm project development practices
Analysis of the influence these practices have on local acceptance
Investigation of the reasons for ambiguity on local acceptance of wind farm projects
Contrasting the results obtained from satisfactory and less satisfactory projects
Integration of conclusions from the previous points in a list of recommendations.

These learning objectives influence the structure of the analysis, presented in chapter 4.
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4. Structure of the analysis
The structure of the analysis is presented in figure 2. A technology innovation system (TIS) is
used to organize the analysis in four blocks, each of them corresponding to one chapter in the
thesis.
Chapter 8: Inducements and
blocking mechanisms

Chapter 7: Definition of the TIS




Wind Power industry
Project development practices
Description of a case in Spain




Reasons for oposition in
Spanish case
Themes of controversy

Chapter 9: Structure and functions
analysis







Stakeholder analysis
Review of EIA
Actors and network
Different values
Existing ambiguities

Chapter 10: Discusion: functional
pattern and key policy issues




Moving to a socio-technical
system
Participatory processes
Partnerships with local
communities

Figure 2: Technology innovation system analysis
The theories and concepts used during the analysis of the TIS (chapter 9) are now presented:
ANT is used to identify the dynamics around the actors involved in the development of a wind
farm. The risks of excluding certain stakeholders and the need of understanding the importance
of key-documents like the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is analyzed.
The value framework concept is used to argue the different expectations that the actors involved
in a project may have. If these different values are not taken into account during the planning
phase, an increase of uncertainty and ambiguity levels may occur.
The existence of uncertainty and ambiguity in the project will be analyzed afterwards. This will
be followed by the discussion of the most appropriate strategy to reduce them, which may be
applied to other projects in the future.
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GENERAL
Controversies that
motivate the study

SPECIFIC
Case study

GENERAL
Recommendations to
future projects

Figure 3: Moving from the specific case studied to general solutions
The structure moves from a general definition of the innovation system to a specific case in Spain
and the controversies which occurred there. Afterwards, a detailed analysis and discussion of
the project is performed, concluding the study with a conclusion which future project in the
wind industry may follow.
Chapter 5 elaborates on the reasons to include the theories presented above. The description
of the theories is followed by the methodology (chapter 6). The method used to apply the theory
in order to answer the research question is then explained.

5. State-of-the-art
This chapter presents the theoretical approach that is used in the analysis, by describing each
theory and explaining how it is applied to the case studied.

5.1.

Actor Network Theory

Actor Network Theory (ANT) is the core theoretical approach to this study. It is a relevant
approach for studying the relations between technology and society and it has been previously
used to the study of controversies around wind power (Jolivet & Heiskanen 2010). Its focus is on
actors and networks involved in a technological system, providing a useful understanding on
how they interact (Fujimura & Latour 1989; Callon 1998; Law 1999; Latour 2005).
It has been considered relevant the definition of its two main concepts:
Actors are someone or something which make a difference and have an importance for a
process; while a network is a set of actors, human and non-human, with relevant relations
between them (Latour 2005).
These concepts are applied in the analysis of the case study. The actors that form the network
around the development of a wind farm are identified and the relation between them is
analyzed and discussed (chapter 9).
ANT assumes networks are never completely stable, since actors and their relations are
constantly changing. These changes are defined as translations. The result of these translations
is a situatio i hi h e tai e tities o t ol othe s (Callon 1986). It is interesting to underline
this idea, since power distribution is one of the key factors affecting acceptance. ANT will help
to identify how it is distributed in the case study performed in this thesis.
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The following table includes the four moments of translation or change in a network.
Table 1: The four moments of translation (Own elaboration, inspired in Callon 1986)
Problematisation
Finding the weak
points

Interessment
Attracting new
actors

Enrollment
Aligning
expectations

Mobilization
Innovation occurs

Problematisation is the stage when certain actors envision a new network and try to
problematize the current network and its actors; interessment occurs when new actors are
attracted to participate in the new system; enrollment takes place when the different
expectations, roles and interests are aligned; and mobilization is when new actors act as
spokespersons for the network translation, meaning innovation. The current moment of
translation is identified in chapter 10, followed by a discussion about the expected next
movements.
Wind Power in Spain will be studied using ANT, in order to better understand the innovation
system functioning. The existence of power relationships and different associations between
actors is analyzed in chapter 9. The use of a Technological Innovation System (TIS) of analysis
makes it possible to understand the connection between actors, networks and institutions in
Wind Power in a more systematic way. The following sub-chapter explains what a TIS consists
of.

5.2.

Technological Innovation System (TIS)

As mentioned before, a TIS is a socio-technical system focused on the development, diffusion
and use of a particular technology in terms of knowledge, product or both (Bergek et al. 2008).
Therefore, Wind Power in Spain constitutes a TIS and it can be analyzed by studying its functional
dynamics. The components of a TIS are the actors, networks and institutions contributing to the
development and diffusion of new products and processes. The scheme of analysis proposed by
Bergerk et al. consists in six steps, each of them containing multiple variables to be analyzed
(figure 4):
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Figure 4: Technological Innovation System analysis (Bergek 2007)
An adaptation of this TIS to the case of Wind Power was made (figure 2), in an attempt to simplify
the process and to focus only in those functions which affect the local acceptance. It starts by
describing the TIS and identifying the blocking mechanisms that motivate the study. Afterwards,
an analysis of the structural components of the system, in terms of actors, networks and
institutions is done. This is followed by a description of the functional pattern of the industry in
terms of legitimization, resource mobilization, knowledge development and experimentation.
The key policy issues are part of the discussion of the paper.
The following lines summarize the content of each chapter to analyze the TIS, which has been
presents in chapter 4 (figure 2):
Chapter 7: Definition of the TIS
It includes the definition of the knowledge field, the extension of the analysis, the spatial frame
in which it operates, the current situation of the industry it belongs to and the analysis of the
normative frame that may provide difficulties for the growth of the TIS. Finally, a case in Spain
is described.
Chapter 8: Inducements and blocking mechanisms
It includes description of specific blocking mechanisms used in the project studied and the
identification of controversies around the innovation system.
Chapter 9: Structure and function analysis
Analysis of the structural components of the TIS, including main actors, institutions and their
networks; analysis of the different values and expectations around the system, power
distribution, legitimacy and resources available.
Chapter 10: Discussion of key policy issues
Identification of functional patterns and key issues. Discussion of the results from the analysis
of the innovation system, including proposals for specific solutions.
14

The following sections present the additional theories and concepts used to complete the
analysis of the TIS. The value framework (Ouden 2012) is now presented. It is a concept used to
analyze the reasons behind the existence of opposition and resistance to the project from part
of the local community.

5.3.

Innovation design: the value framework

The design of innovation systems, attending to the different values for each actor, has been
studied by Ouden (2012). The eatio of sha ed alue for people, organizations and society
becomes difficult if there is not an understanding of what value means for each of them.
Understanding the importance of these different values for Wind Power developments is crucial
for the design and planning of successful projects. He suggests that people, organizations and
society form a framework structured by four levels of value.
The value framework is a useful tool for understanding the different expectations and benefits
that wind power projects create for different people. The four levels of value are: user,
organization, ecosystem and society (figure 5).

Figure 5: Levels and perspectives of value (Ouden 2012)
Each of them is carefully analyzed, in regards to Wind Power, in chapter 9, including the four
different perspectives for each of those levels of value. The analysis explains the origins for the
episodes of resistance related to local acceptance. The following sub-chapter describes the
concepts of local acceptance and social acceptance.
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5.4.

Social acceptance and local acceptance

Social acceptance has three main components: socio-political, market and community
acceptance. Although it would be interesting to study the three of them, the focus of this study
is in project development practices and the influence of local acceptance. Therefore, community
acceptance of wind farm projects will be the aspect analyzed in detail.
The concept of local acceptance refers to the acceptability that the part of a community directly
affected by the project professes towards it. It is, therefore, directly connected to the concept
of co
u it a epta e, ea i g the a epta e of siti g de isio s a d e e a le e e g
p oje ts lo al stakeholde s, pa ti ula l eside ts a d lo al autho ities (Wüste hage et al.
2007).
The main factors influencing this type of acceptance are (figure 6):
Procedural justice, which means the fairness of the decision making process. This refers to the
use of participatory processes, the openness and transparency of the documents shared with
the public, etc.;
Distributional justice, which means the share of costs and benefits from the project with the
local community;
And trust perception by local communities, which means the existence of available information
about the intentions of foreign investors and developers. These factors are analyzed in detail in
chapter 9.

Figure 6: Social acceptance (Wüstenhagen et al. 2007)
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Local acceptance is usually described by a U-shape along the progress of a project, starting with
a high level of acceptance in the planning or pre-project phase, falling down to the lowest levels
during the project execution, and rising up again after the project has been concluded. This
evolution on the level of acceptance will also be analyzed in the following chapters.
The existence of resistance of local communities to the installation of wind farms is very often
related to the limited information about the project, as well as the misunderstandings during
the communication with the developer. Uncertainty and ambiguity are a consequence of lack of
justice and trust during the different phases of the project development. These concepts are
described in the following section.

5.5.

Stakeholder management: uncertainty and ambiguity

High levels of uncertainty and ambiguity have been identified in previous studies as initiators of
episodes of resistance. This section explains these concepts and refers to previous studies
relating stakeholder management and the reduction of uncertainty and ambiguity.
Uncertainty
Uncertainty is defined, in the field of construction project management, as absence of
information required for the decision that needs to be taken at a point in time (Winch 2002).
Uncertainty is usually present in complex projects, where a number of different actors,
processes and requirements need to be managed and included in the planning. Uncertainty can
be reduced by provisioning more information (Brun & Saetre 2009)
Uncertainty is one of the key words of this study. How to manage and reduce uncertainty in
projects, in order to avoid unexpected results, is crucial for project developers. The design,
preparation and implementation of specific tactics to prevent uncertainty, will be discussed in
chapter 10.
Uncertainty is related to the concept of ambiguity, both are characteristics of projects with high
level of complexity (Pich et al. 2002). Schrader et al. described uncertainty and ambiguity as
different phenomenon which need different reduction strategies. Michael Thiry (2002)
confirmed this difference and designed a model that relate those concepts in changing
situations.
Before describing how these two models can be applied to wind farms development, a definition
of ambiguity is given:
Ambiguity
Ambiguity is another key word in this study and it is directly related to uncertainty in complex
projects. There are different definitions, such as absence of knowledge about functional
variables (Schrader et al. 1993) or the different interpretations of the same piece of information
(Brun & Saetre 2009). The importance of finding an accurate definition for this term is crucial for
this study, since the identification of factors increasing ambiguity in complex projects is one of
the main objectives.
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The definition used in this study is the different considerations that various people can make
from the same fact, and that can therefore lead to unexpected situations. Ambiguities cannot
be predicted by provisioning more information, since the understanding of the fact itself differs
as much as not even considering it a risk for the project. The reduction of ambiguity passes by
sense-making processes and understanding the existing relations between different variables.
These processes will be analyzed and discussed in chapters 9 and 10.
There are two concepts directly associated to ambiguity, which refer to the previous and
posterior phases. A definition is given in the lines below:
Framing
Framing is the process through which a common world is established between different actors
of a project, which allows them to achieve a collective scenario of a desired outcome. This
concept sheds light on the ways in which such a scenario is gradually transformed into a reality
(Jolivet & Heiskanen 2010).
The framing process is therefore previous to the appearance of ambiguities around the project.
If the process is completed with active communication between actors, participatory processes
and a fair distribution of power, a low level of ambiguity is expected.
Overflowing
Overflowing represents the instability and uncertainty inherent to complex projects, which
might break up at any moment. Overflows might arise when other actors do not conform to
what was expected from them, for instance when parties that were not invited to the table invite
themselves in or start to carry out their own alternative scenario (Jolivet & Heiskanen 2010).
Overflows are a result of high levels of ambiguity around a project and may lead to controversies
and resistance episodes, like those described in chapter 8. In order to reduce the level of
uncertainty and ambiguity, Michel Thiry proposes an integrated programme management cycle:
The integrated programme management cycle
It is formed by a performance and a learning cycle (Thiry 2002). The learning cycle is based on
different principles than the performance cycle; time, focus, decision and leadership take
different dimensions. Once a decision has been made, implementation time should be as short
as possible, since it becomes a success factor, and more time is required for the interaction
leading to the decision.
In addition, while planning and execution must be rational, analytical and efficient, the process
leading to decision making relies more on sense-making and intuition, requiring innovation and
creativity.

Figure 7: The integrated programme management cycle model (Thiry 2002)
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In the performance cycle, the project needs to be broken down into work packages, and roles
and responsibilities clearly allocated so that resources can be focused on simple specific tasks
without questioning. In the learning cycle, the same resources will need a holistic approach of
the project in order to be able to identify a wide range of opportunities; the project has to be
viewed as a system of complex interactions to which everybody can contribute. The programme
management cycle is applied by using the uncertainty-ambiguity model, described in chapter 6.
In the next chapter the methodology used in this thesis is described, explaining the structure of
the paper, the collection of data, and how the different theories are applied in the analysis. The
uncertainty-ambiguity matrix (Schrader et al 1993) and the uncertainty-ambiguity model (Thiry
2002) are presented as well, explaining how they will be used to reduce these two characteristics
of complex projects.

6. Methodology
The methodology used to apply the theory presented above in the analysis of the wind power
in Spain is now presented. Afterwards, the use of a case study is justified. And finally, the data
collection process is explained.

6.1.

Use of theory to analyze the TIS

The Actor Network Theory
ANT is the core theoretical approach in this study. As mentioned in chapter 5, ANT is applied in
our study by using the technology innovation system concept to structure it, dividing the study
into four blocks that aim to describe in detail how it functions, which the main actors are, the
existing networks, and the relations between them.
I additio , ANT o epts su h as the o e ts of t a slatio
ill e used to a gue the ha ge
process that this innovation system is experiencing. Finally, a detailed description of the actors
in the development of a wind farm and their network is included in chapter 9.
The value framework
This concept is used in the analysis (chapter 9) to argument the reasons behind the different
understandings that the actors have about the same episodes during the project. It makes it
possible to find the origin of the resistance and to find the connection with the increase of
uncertainty and ambiguity levels.
The uncertainty-ambiguity matrix
Schrader suggests that the problem solver decides in the problem-framing process on both the
levels of ambiguity and uncertainty involved. The following matrix (table 2) includes the five
possible cases.
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Table 2: Uncertainty-ambiguity matrix (Schrader et al 1993)
Lo u e tai ty
Lo a

iguity

High a

iguity
Le el

Case

High u e tai ty
Case

Va ia les k o
Values k o
Fu tio al elatio ships k o
Case

Va ia les k o
Values u k o
Fu tio al elatio ships k o
Case

Va ia les k o
Values k o
Fu tio al elatio ships u k o

Va ia les k o
Values u k o
Fu tio al elatio ships u k o
Case

Le el

Va ia les u k o
Fu tio al elatio s u k o

Uncertainty reduction refers to the determination of the value of variables, by the use of
predesigned models. Ambiguity reduction relates to the determination of the set of relevant
variables and of underlying relationships, by designing models that define the variables and their
functional relationships. The case of low uncertainty and ambiguity level 2 is not possible, since
variables must be known to know their value.
In the case studied in this paper, the existing level of uncertainty and ambiguity will be found in
the data collection process, determining in which of the five cases it can be classified. The
corresponding strategy to reduce those uncertainties and ambiguities will be defined based on
the specific characteristics of that case, depending on the knowledge of variables, their values
and the existing functional relationships.
Uncertainty-ambiguity model
There is a second model built around the uncertainty-ambiguity relation. It is a good
complement to the previously presented model, since it is more focused on the specific tactics
to apply depending on the level of uncertainty-ambiguity identified.
Thiry proposes a model which combines four strategies of project management to deal with the
different levels of uncertainty and ambiguity that may be present in the project. It is based in
the learning cycle of programme presented in chapter 5.
Table 3: Adaptation of uncertainty-ambiguity model (Thiry 2002)
Lo u e tai ty
Lo a

iguity

O goi g ope atio s

High a

iguity

O goi g o e satio
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High u e tai ty
‘isk a al sis & p o le

sol i g

“e se- aki g & alue a al sis

Depending on the level of uncertainty and ambiguity found in the analysis, the most appropriate
strategy will be chosen and adapted to the case, formulating concrete proposals.
The following section presents the reasons behind the use of a case study to analyze the TIS.

6.2.

Case study

The structure of analysis previously presented (figure 2) is built around a Case Study. The reasons
for choosing this research method are: the esea h uestio i ludes ho
a d
h
questions; there is no control over the events studied; and the focus is on contemporary
phenomenon within a real-life context (Yin 2003).
The research question that motivates this thesis is Ho to a ou t fo a iguit as a lo ki g
e ha is
he pla i g a d a agi g o ple p oje ts: the ase of Wi d Po e i “pai ,
which can be intended as an explanatory case study. There are links traced over time that
connect the different episodes of use of blocking mechanisms, and also contextual conditions
which need to be identified and described.
The case study is the preferred method for examining contemporary events, when the relevant
behaviors cannot be manipulated (Yin 2003). It includes direct observation of the events, as well
as interviews that will help to identify the practices of project managers for the development of
wind farms and the blocking mechanisms used by part of local communities.
This study includes the experience of Developer Alfa developing wind farm projects, identifying
the challenges they face related to local acceptance of their installations. The comparison with
a number of successful projects in other countries, in terms of local acceptance, adds value to
the study, making it possible to analyze the aspects that could help to reduce ambiguity.
Scientific articles in this topic and previous studies have been reviewed as well, which was
especially helpful when the research question was defined, trying to find different points of view
that could help to understand the problem. It was also planned to define how to move from the
individual case to a more general theory, analytical generalization, by the discussion of key policy
issues.
It is expected that more variables of interest than available data points are found, so the
challenge is to define a clear plan for data collection and theoretical approach used. The
following section describes the data collection process.

6.3.

Data collection: interviews and surveys

Summary of the data collection process
The preparation of this study started in January 2014 by reviewing existing literature on local
acceptance of wind farms, in order to prepare a proposal for the thesis. The generic process of
planning a Wind Farm was the first topic studied for this thesis, exploring the possibility of
including local communities in the process. The objective was to understand their reasons for
non-acceptance and to make possible an installation process accounting for them.
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In February 2014, when the study was approved, various developers of Wind Farms in Spain
were contacted, asking for their contribution to this paper. In an attempt to identify their point
of view, they were offered valuable input for improving their processes in the future, and
Developer Alfa was the most active partner.
An interview was arranged with Developer Alfa project managers on March 2014. The previous
two weeks were used to collect as much information about their projects as possible, as well as
reviewing scientific articles in the topic in order to have a valid informational basis to explain the
goals of the thesis to them and conducting the first interview.
The interview with an experienced project manager made it possible to understand the current
situation of wind power in Spain, the different steps that Developer Alfa follows when
developing a wind farm, the stakeholders involved in the process, and the case of some wind
farms developed by them which faced opposition from part of the local community.
After having reviewed the existing information about the case, the director of energy policies of
the AEE (Spanish Wind Power Association) was contacted and an interview was arranged on
April 2014. The reason was to get more information about the evolution of the wind power
industry in Spain, to discuss with him the findings of the study so far and to ask about his
experience regarding local acceptance.
In addition, Developer Alfa Project Management section was contacted again and an interview
was arranged on April 2014. Some additional questions regarding the specific projects studied
in the case were asked. In addition, a survey was answered by them, adding highly valuable
information for the identification of uncertainties and ambiguities.
Finally, one of the most active groups of people opposing the installation of the wind farms was
contacted on April 2014. An interview was conducted by phone, and a survey was answered as
well, making it possible to compare the answers with those given by the developer. The content
and characteristics of the interviews and the survey are now described.

6.3.1. Interviews
As mentioned before, the collection of data is based on interviews with project managers
directly involved in the development and installation phases of the wind farms studied. By asking
open-ended questions, qualitative data is obtained, allowing the interviewee to express his own
thoughts.
A number of other stakeholders were also contacted, in order to give robustness to the study.
In that way, project developer understanding of the situation can be compared with the
perception that other actors may have, making possible to identify the existing uncertainties
and ambiguities around the project.
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Table 4: Interviews description
I te ie

Type

I te ie ee

Fa e-to-fa e

Asset Ma age e t at
De eloper Alfa

Fa e-to-fa e

E e g Poli

Di e to at AEE

Fa e-to-fa e

Asset Ma age e t at
De eloper Alfa

Telepho e

“pokespe so at lo al NGO

There were four different interviews, three of them were in person and semi-structured. The
fourth was a telephone interview were no specific questions had been prepared and the
interviewee, spokesperson at local NGO, was asked to share his thoughts about the projects.
The questions of the interviews, as well as the expected results that motivated formulating
them, are presented in the following lines:

Interview 1: Asset Management at Developer Alfa
Development and installation processes at Developer Alfa
1.

Whi h is the t pi al pro ess for developing and installing a wind farm? Does it match
the diagra i our e site?

The purpose of this question is to define the process followed when developing a wind farm,
checking if it is aligned with the procedures they announce in their website.
2.

Whi h are the stakeholders i ea h of the steps?

The purpose is to know which are the stakeholders they usually take into account, understanding
how they are included in the planning, development, installation and operation phases.
Experience related to acceptance of wind farms by local communities
3.

Could you describe the episodes of resistance?

It should help understanding the Project and the resistance they experienced from part of the
local community.
4.

Could you provide some technical information about those projects (wind resource,
sele ted te h olog , la out, la ds ape features, isual i pa t, oise, la d alue, et .)

The purpose of this question is to understand the size of the wind farms and to be able to
compare them with other projects in following studies, as well as establishing a frame for
multiple case studies in the Wind2050 Project.
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5.

Ho did it affe t the Proje t? A d ou i di iduall ?

It question was included to give an understanding on how these events affect the project and
those individuals directly involved on them.
6.

Do ou thi k so ethi g else or differe t ould ha e ee do e i those proje ts?

In this question the interviewee can contribute to the finding of solutions to the problems he
previously experienced.

Interview 2: Energy Policy Director at AEE - Spanish Wind Power Association
Industry situation and expected future
1.

How would you describe the evolution of Wind Power in Spain?

This question will be used to define the background of the Wind Power Industry in Spain and the
current situation it is experiencing.
2.

Which are the future scenarios you consider, attending to the current situation of the
industry?

As the previous question, this one will be used to explain the expected evolution of the wind
energy sector, given the current situation, and the strategies that developers are already
implementing in order to adapt to it.
Public acceptance and local involvement in wind farm developments
3.

Which is the level of public acceptance of Wind Power in Spain? Meaning authorities,
citize s, edia…

This question will give a better understanding on the level of acceptance of wind power in Spain,
attending to the experience of AEE with developers and communities where wind farms were
successfully developed.
4.

To which extent do developers involve local communities in the planning phase of Wind
Farms?

The purpose here is to know the degree of local involvement that typically exists in wind power
projects in Spain, as well as his perception of the importance it has over the development.
5.

Which are the benefits and drawbacks of installing a Wind Farm for the local
community?

This question provides information about the positive and negative reasons, for a local
community, to support or oppose wind farms installations.
Correlation between industry situation and development practices
6.

Is there any relation between the situation of the industry and the development
practices during last years?

In this question the interviewee will give his opinion of the hypothesis of a relation between the
current situation of renewable energies in Spain and the Project Development practices used
during the last years.
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7.

Which should the next movements be? Is there any change needed in the industry?

This could provide highly valuable information about possible solutions to the current problems
of wind power.

Interview 3: Asset Management at Developer Alfa
1.

What do you understand by local community in relation to wind power projects? Who
belongs to it?

U de sta di g hat the de elope thi ks of
the te
lo al o
u it is esse tial. This
could help develop an understanding of who the developer approaches in an area considered
for a wind farm installation.
2.

Who were the main stakeholders in this project? Was there any previously established
network among them?

The specific project of our case study is described and an accurate description of the
stakeholders is given, as well as any possible previously existing relation between them.
3.

Which were the attitudes of the local community towards the project? How did they
evolve during the process?

The climate in which the project was developed is described, and an evolution on the attitudes
of locals can be identified. This is important for our analysis since it gives a clear picture on when
there was highest resistance.
4.

When and how was the local community informed about the project? What were the
arrangements to the project made with them?

By this question it is possible to understand the communication channels between developer
and local community, as well as the specific offers and claims during the process.
5.

Which aspects of the project usually create resistance in the local communities? In
which ways can projects be adapted when any of these episodes occur?

This question explores the developer experience related to resistance in this and other projects.
The reasons they have identified for those episodes of resistance can be compared with the
findings of our study
6.

Do you follow any standard or any guides of your own organization for planning,
developing and installing wind farms?

The standards or guidelines followed by the developer can be analyzed so it is possible to get a
better understanding on their specific procedures and the impact they may have over the
projects

Interview 4: spokesperson at local NGO
As mentioned before, this interview did not follow any specific structure. The spokesperson was
called and a conversation was held regarding the project. His thoughts about the process and
the reasons that moved them to actively oppose the wind farms were given.
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6.3.2. Surveys
A survey has been designed to identify the characteristics of the projects regarding certain sociotechnical factors (Loring 2007) as well as confirming the discourses of the interviewees.
Table 5: Surveys description
Su ey

Type

Pe so

E- ail

Asset Ma age e t
De eloper Alfa

Telepho e

“pokespe so at lo al NGO

The questions included in the survey have been inspired by a previous study of wind farm
acceptance issues (Loring 2007). The questions have been grouped into four categories,
des i ed i the follo i g li es, a d the should e a s e ed ith high , ediu o lo :
Network stability
1. Strong relationships among actors within the network
2. Significant texts or documents
3. Multiplicity
The questions regarding network stability aim to identify the relationships among the different
actors participating or affected by the project, in order to understand the framework in which
the project was developed.
Community acceptance
4. Positive results in public opinion surveys about the project during the planning phase
5. Significant interest groups generally in favor (or not opposed to the project)
6. Attendees to public meetings generally in favor (or not opposed to the project)
7. Letters of objection sent to planning authorities and newspapers
8. Letters of support sent to planning authorities and newspapers
9. Positive media coverage
Through these questions, the level of local acceptance of the project will be determined. This
could provide evidences of ambiguities in case different answers are given by developer and
other affected stakeholders.
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Community participation
10. The participants are representative of the views of a full range of potentially affected
people
11. Barriers to participation were minimized
12. Community members impact decisions about the project
13. Community members have financial ownership in the project
14. Local initiation of the project
15. Community will have continued involvement in the project
These questions provide answers about the process followed, its fairness and the level of
participation achieved. Participatory processes usually lead to reduction of conflicts and more
robust and higher-quality decisions can be made (Loring 2007).
Planning success
16. Success of the project
This question aims to obtain the opinion of developer and affected stakeholders about the
overall degree of success perceived around the project.
The complete survey, including the answers, can be found in the appendix.

6.3.3. Review of documents from the project
The Developer provided technical documents, like the Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA)
of the project, which were used to look for specific information mentioned during the interviews
and from the surveys. It was also a good source of information to describe the technical
characteristics of the project.
In addition, the ai e spape s of the egio , as ell as the e sites f o lo al NGO s e e
reviewed. It was found many useful information which is included in chapter 7 and 8.
The following chapter defines the innovation system object of this study: wind power in Spain.
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7. Definition of the TIS
7.1.

Wind Power industry in Spain

Attending to the information published on AEE website, Spain is the fourth country in the World
in terms of installed wind power after the US, Germany and China. The installed wind capacity
by the end of 2013 was 22,959 MW. Wind power was the primary power source that year, with
an electricity generation of 54,478 GWh and covering a 20.9% of the total demand in Spain.
Wind Power in Spain is regulated by 24/2013 Electric Sector Law, which establishes the norms
and rules applying to this sector and which had been preceded by the periodical Royal DecreeLaw updates to the 54/1997 Electric Sector Law. This law introduced major changes to norms
and rules affecting renewable energies. However, it still does not cover all the aspects around
wind power developments, transferring the responsibility of the specific details and plans to the
Regional Governments.
One of the most controversial chapters of this Law is the one referring to reductions on subsides
to renewable energies, including those installed when the previous law applied. The reduction
on investments in new wind farms was very drastic after this announcement.

Figure 8: EU member state market shares for new capacity installed during 2012 and 2013 in
MW. (EWEA)
The reduction on installed MW during 2013 was very significant, as it can be observed in figure
8 above. Spain passed from a market share of newly installed wind power of 9% to having less
than 3% of newly installed capacity in Europe. Some of the largest developers of wind energy in
Spain have recently announced the decision on not investing significantly in Spain during the
following years, due to these variations in the regulations, focusing instead in other international
markets.
The strategic decision of the Government can be understood as short term solutions for reducing
expenses in subsides. It is in the middle and long term when the drawbacks can be felt, since the
wind industry would dramatically reduce its activity, most small and medium companies would
close down and only those big companies, strong enough to face the cuts would be able to
reorient their activity to other countries.
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The Energy Policies Director at the Spanish Wind Power Association (AEE) was interviewed to
obtain a better understanding of the evolution of this industry in Spain. According to his
explanations, the successful development of wind power in Spain was a combination of
favorable factors:
Spanish orography is an advantage, there are four different zones with high wind resource

Figure 9: Wind resource atlas (windatlas.dk)
There are up to four differentiated zones where wind blows independently to the other zones:
Co isa Ca ta i a , especially in Galicia; Valle del E o ; Castilla la Ma ha ; and the area
around Tarifa, in Andalucía. This makes it possible for the generation curve in Spain to be much
more stable (flat) than in other countries like Denmark or Germany, where wind either blows in
most of the territory or it does not blow at all.
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Iberdrola made the decision of investing in Wind Power
By the opening of the electric system to private companies, some leading companies like
Iberdrola choose to invest in renewables. Their strategy consists on alternating Combined Cycle
Power Plants, generating a basis of 4000-5000 hours/year, and Wind Farms. They were front
runners in the renewable market, and most of the other electric companies followed their
strategy in the following years.
Aerospace Engineers were curious about Wind Power technology
A well-developed industrial sector and the interest of some aerospace engineers looking for
alternatives to nuclear power made it possible to research and develop the first turbine
prototype. The first wind turbine was produced by Ecotècnia in 1984 and more wind power
companies and more developments of wind farms arose afterwards.
Gamesa started producing Vestas wind turbine patents
This brought round a large knowledge base for wind power turbines, used by Gamesa to develop
their own models once the contract with Vestas expired. Other companies like, M-Torres and
Acciona started developing their own turbines as well.
2002-2008 are considered the Golde Years for the eas a d heap fi a i g opportu ities
The low interests on bank loans made it very tempting to invest in wind farms. Banks would pay
up to 80% of the cost and payback would be quite easy thanks to the subsidies and the low taxes
on renewables during that period.
These five facts contribute to understanding the exponential growth of the Spanish Wind
industry during the last years. The following sub-chapter presents the current situation of Wind
farm developments in Spain, including the most common practices used by developers.

7.1.

Current situation with regards to project development practices

When the Energy Policy Director at AEE was asked about social acceptance, he presented the
following facts:
-

Around 75% of Spanish population supports Wind Power
It reactivates the economy of rural and isolated areas, so people living there are usually
very interested on the installation of wind farms
Due to expansion, new locations are needed, including high environment value zones
As a o se ue e, the ot i
se o d house a k a d phe o e o a ose
There is a campaign, both from politicians and the media, trying to convince about
negative aspects of renewable energies, including Wind Power
Ho e e , the ost of Wi d Po e i €/MWh is less tha half of the ost of Co i ed
Cycle Power Plants using gas (Ernst & Young 2012)

He suggested to visit the e site A to fa ts.o g , where more reasons supporting Wind Power
can be found. He said the strategy of the wind industry was to recover its previous importance
and activity i fo i g the ge e al opi io a out these fa ts ega di g Wi d Po e .
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Some conclusions obtained from the analysis of these statements are that:
-

There is a general support to wind power as a renewable energy,
It has traditionally been well accepted by local communities, since most installations
were located in isolated rural areas
However, more locations are needed, some of them with high environmental value or
other reasons that make the development tough.
People do not feel attached to wind power, since fairly low reactions to the recent
Government decisions have been registered.

There might be an opportunity for the industry to adapt its strategy to both the current situation
and the expected evolution, in terms of local acceptance. The episodes occurred in other
European countries, where there is a strong opposition by some local actors, may be a signal.
This chapter describes the development process of wind farms followed in Spain, in an attempt
to understand the procedures followed, the typical initiators of the projects, and the level of
involvement that local communities have.
Most wind farms in Spain are planned and designed by both the owner and the project
developer, with a low involvement of local actors. The information flow during the process is
typically top-down: the developer announces the characteristics of their plan for the area, but
he only gives opportunities to local communities to show disconformities and complaints, rather
than having an active role from the design phase.
Developer Alfa has been considered a representative company in the Spanish Wind Power sector
to analyze the tactics used for the development of wind farms.
Wind farm development process at Developer Alfa
Developer Alfa is a global renewable energy company. It first started developing wind farms in
the
s and it has global presence now.
The following information has been obtained from interviews with experienced project
managers at Developer Alfa. It consists on a description of their business, with regards to Wind
Power, and a summary of the different phases they follow when a Wind Farm is developed:
A. Development phase
The development phase starts by the identification of sites where wind conditions are optimal,
and by checking the feasibility of connection to the grid. When this is done, local landowners
are contacted and a leasing agreement is negotiated. The next step is the installation of
meteorological equipment to analyze the wind profile and to obtain accurate data on existing
resources. This process can take several years.
Afterwards, it is necessary to obtain environmental, administrative, construction and other
consents and permits, by engaging with local and public authorities. Market analysis is the
following step, studying market dynamics in terms of electricity prices, regulation and financing.
B. Construction phase
This phase starts with the design of the layout and the decision on the most suitable turbine for
the wind farm. Then, the installation starts by building access roads, preparing foundations,
erecting the towers, assembling the wind turbine generators and constructing the substation.
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The entire process can extend between six months and one year. Once this is completed, the
opening ceremony takes place, results of the development are shared with local inhabitants,
business communities, authorities and other stakeholders. Finally, connection to the grid is
completed and the operation of the wind farm starts.
C. Operations phase
This is a continuous process during the wind farm life cycle, which extends for at least 25 years.
Operational data is monitored in real-time, analyzing performance and identifying opportunities
for improvement. Maintenance services keep availability figures at the highest level possible,
minimizing the rate of failure.
A real project is now presented, in order to understand how this procedure is applied to practice.

7.2.

The case of a number of wind farms in Spain

This case study includes information obtained from a number of projects and interviews to
experienced project managers in Developer Alfa.
Description of the projects
Wind farms A, B, C and D were installed in the border between three municipalities in a rural
area with a low density of population and low environmental sensitivity, according to the
environmental statement for wind development made by the Government of the Region. The
evolution of the population in this region during last years can be observed in table 7.
The high number of inhabitants in Municipality 1 is due to the existence of an important town
in the municipality, but not in the surroundings of the wind farms. The tendency during the last
25 years has been to move from rural to urban areas, leaving traditional jobs in agriculture and
livestock and moving to more dense areas where industry and services form the main economic
sector.
Table 6: Population evolution in the area of installation
Mu i ipality

A ea KM

Populatio

Populatio

However, some villages have experienced during the last years a slight increase in their
population, as it has been seen in Municipality 2. This is due to the growth of neo-rural
communities, a phenomenon of people moving from the cities to isolated villages where they
recover traditional activities and life styles.
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In these municipalities, different neighborhood councils own the lands where the wind farms
were installed, so the city hall gets no direct revenue from it and, therefore, part of the
community does not get a compensation for the installation.
The following table contains data from AEE regarding the technical characteristics of these wind
farms:
Table 7: Technical characteristics of the wind farms
Wi d fa

s

Roto dia ete

A, B, C, D

<

U ita y ap.
KW

Nu e of
tu i es pe
fa

-

-

Total I stalled
ap. MW

The process that led to their installation and the following opening of the wind farms has been
summarized and structured in the 3 phases presented in the previous sub-chapter:
A. Development
It started by data analysis and the installation of meteorological equipment. There was no
problem so far, even a Spanish environmental NGO, sent a letter expressing its support to
renewables and the installation of wind farms in the area.
In this phase, the city hall was contacted (it was a neighbor association in this case, most of the
mountains are lands of public use) and they were presented the basic project.
A study was conducted in the area, in order to determine the different stakeholders the
developer would have to approach. The affected landowners were contacted, as well as the
neighbors from the surroundings, like a neo-rural village.
An environmental study of the area was also conducted, identifying the existing species and
assessi g pote tial i pa ts. The ‘egio al E i o e t Offi e a d e i o e t NGO “ e e
contacted as well. All of them were introduced to the wind farm development plan. In addition,
the Cultural Heritage Office in the Region was contacted to determine the possible presence of
special singularities in the area.
Special attention was given to the location of the wind turbines in the border between different
municipalities, since it could be a motive for opposition if any of the neighbors were affected by
the location but do not benefit from the compensatory measures.
Afterwards, the transaction of public information occurred, by short ads at the city halls. The
following documents were presented: Exceptional use of rural lands, Project Competences, and
the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). Three allegations were received: two landowners,
regarding land ownership concerns and the neo-rural community, concerning the visual impact.
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The results of the administrative process resolution were the following administrative appeals:
-

The local section of the Spanish NGO previously mentioned, the local environmental
NGOs Beta and Gamma and some neighbors sent around 100 administrative
appeals (consisting on the same text).

-

A TV antenna company was concerned with the possibility of the TV signals having
interferences. They sent a study attached to the appeal, referring to some previous
cases where it had happened, but the administration concluded it would not
necessarily happen again.

B. Construction
During the installation phase they received a demand because of having opened a new road
access to the wind farm.
C. Operation
No additional demands, except from Supreme Court resolution in 2011, which considered that
both tower and turbine were part of the same civil work and, therefore, an additional tax should
be paid to the city halls. The payment was negotiated between the city hall and the developer.
The following chapter presents the typical reasons for opposition to Wind Farms and the specific
reasons presented by some opponents to the project.

8. Inducements and blocking mechanisms
Inducement and blocking mechanisms during the implementation of wind farms have been
identified in different studies, due to several reasons that include aesthetics, noise, land value
or a biased environment in favor of other established TIS. The following section includes the
reasons to opposition of the installation in the project in Spain.

8.1.

Reasons for opposition in the case studied

The following information has been obtained both from an interview with the spokesperson at
NGO Beta and the website they created to share their reasons against this project.
The Spanish NGO, and NGOs Beta and Gamma decided to form a common group to oppose the
installation of the wind farms. They gathered a number of signatures among neighbors, around
700, in order to support their reasons. In addition, they created a document were they expressed
their reasons for the administrative appeal and they shared it with anybody interested in
sending it to the court. Around 100 people individually signed and sent the same document.
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Some of the reasons they included in the appeal were:
-

-

There is an important impact in a high environmental, cultural and landscape value area,
suitable to be recognized as a Natural Park
The Regional Government should not have labelled it a low sensitive area
Two of the villages directly affected by the project, Villages 4 and 5, were not included
in the environmental impact assessment (EIA). Their future plans passed through a
sustainable rural development
The need of building accesses to the wind farms would dramatically affects the
mountain landscape
The EIA of the grid connection project was not included in the EIA of the wind farms
There is a fear on the wind farms affecting the birds, especially because the observations
lasted two hours only
The region was already exporting energy to other regions, they think energy should be
produced in the areas where it is consumed
There is a fear on the wind farms affecting an important touristic attraction nearby
The three wind farms should have been considered one big farm because they were
placed together. The EIA would have been more demanding in that case
Wind energy depends on subsides. There was the fear that the wind farms would stop
their activity when they would not receive any more support from the Government.

These reasons are now compared to the sources of controversy identified in previous studies.

8.2.

Themes of controversy in wind farm developments

Certain themes have been identified as sources of controversy in previous studies (Borch
personal communication). This paper explores them and also tries to find new issues to be added
to the list:
-

The aesthetic appreciation of the particular landscape
Fear of impacts on the local environment and economy (Hagget 2012; Firestone 2007)
The ownership of a development, and local relationships with developers (Van der Horst
2007)
The decision making process, trust in decision-makers and opportunities for the locals
Sustainability, meaning dependency on subsides
How actors construct narratives for or against the projects through mass media and its
affection over the acceptance (Borch personal communication).

A clear correlation between the general reasons for opposition and the specific complaints in
the case studied can be observed. Most of them are present in the project, which proves the
existence of local controversies and the use of blocking mechanisms by part of the local
community. Chapters 7 and 8 have made it possible to answer the first sub question:
Su RQ : Whi h are the lo ki g
a epta e of these proje ts?

e ha is s used
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lo al o

u ities he there is o

In order to better understand were these complaints come from, and how fair the development
process is perceived, an exhaustive analysis on the structure and functioning system of Wind
power development is now made.

9. Structure and functions analysis
This chapter intends to explain the functioning system of wind power by analyzing the
stakeholders, some technical documents highly important during the development; identifying
the actors that form the network around this developments, and the power distribution
between them; and presenting the different values and expectations of those actors that lead
to higher levels of uncertainty and ambiguity.

9.1.

Stakeholder analysis

The stakeholders of the project are group or individuals who have a stake in, or expectation of,
the project performance, including clients, Project Managers, designers, subcontractors,
suppliers, funding bodies, users and community (Newcombe 2003).
The list of stakeholders identified by the developer in each phase of the project in Spain is now
presented:
-

-

Site identification and landowner agreement phase: City halls, neighborhood
councils and private landowners.
Wind profile study phase: Internal stakeholders, energy evaluation department
Consents and permits obtaining: Local authorities, including city halls and neighbor
councils, regional and national authorities if the installed power exceeds 50 MW.
Market analysis phase: Internal stakeholders, market regulation department
Layout design and construction phases: Internal stakeholders, energy evaluation,
engineering, construction, development, project management and environment
departments.
Wind plant operation phase: Operation and maintenance; and business
management
Data analysis phase: Analysis, engineering, energy evaluation and Lean departments
Maintenance service: Operation and maintenance
Delivery of energy to end user: Energy supplier

This lists is very precise and includes most of the stakeholders traditionally identified in wind
power developments. However, the importance of each of these stakeholders differs, as well as
the treatment they should receive from the developer. The following table classifies these
stakeholders attending to their power and interest in the project:
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Table 8: Stakeholder analysis (power/interest matrix)

The previous matrix shows four different types of stakeholders, attending to their
power/interest in the project. Different strategies need to be defined for each of those types.
Those who have a high power and high interest in the project should be managed closely, in
order to fulfil their expectations and to ensure the project success.
However, some of the stakeholders traditionally kept informed or satisfied only, may have
something else to say in the process. As it is discussed in the following sub-chapters, general
opinion, local business and institutions or neo-rural communities could be empowered in the
planning and development processes, giving more robustness to the decisions made and
ensuring a higher attachment to wind power in general.
The Environmental Impact Assessment of the project is now analyzed, in order to identify the
considerations made by the developer regarding the stakeholders previously presented.

9.2.

Environmental Impact Assessment

An Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) is a document that evaluates the potential impact
that a project has over the area of implementation and its surroundings. It is a highly relevant
document in the development process since it includes the considerations made by the
developer towards the nature, neighbors, local institutions and organizations, etc.
The EIA is also the fi st offi ial do u e t of the p oje t that is a essible to the public, and
administrative appeals and other disconformities can be shown by those individuals affected by
its content.
The EIA states that all the municipalities which may be affected by the project are included.
However, Village 4, where NGO Beta is located, and Village 5 are not part of the study.
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Specifically in the sub-chapter of that document, referring to tourism and recreational
resources, it only mentions a bar existing in Village 6, but not the Association established in
Village 4, which periodically organizes activities and excursions in the surroundings of the
location of the wind farm.
It is surprising that, given their size and distance from the turbine location, Village 6 is an
essential part of the study, but not villages 4 and 5.
The fact that two directly affected villages were not identified in the EIA led to obviating them
in the corrective measures and, therefore, a strong resistance towards the project was created
and extended among the neighbors of these two locations.
This analysis has made it clear that certain documents have a special importance to the project,
becoming actors. An analysis on the existing network in wind power developments, and the
power relations among the actors forming it, is now presented to understand the dynamics
around the project, which motivate controversies and resistance episodes.

9.3.

Actors in Wind Power developments

As it has been defined in chapter 1, the actors are someone or something which make a
difference and have an importance for a process (Latour 2005)
Some of the actors identified in a typical development include the stakeholders analyzed in subchapter 9.1. These are land owner, project developer, neighbors, local organizations, industry
associations, NGO s, esea he s.
A recent study of the Danish Environment Ministry (Miljøministeriet 2014) has identified 6
different human actors in Wind Farm projects:
-

-

Public institutions, in a local and national level, who apply the existing rules in order
to fulfil the Energy targets
Political authorities, also local and national, who implement the energy plans
presented in the elections and which people voted for
Developer, private organization which designs and implements the project of a wind
farm together with the owner
Landowners, individuals who sell or sublet their properties, where the wind farm is
installed
Proactive neighbors, people who are actively participating in movements and
associations, supporting or opposing the wind farm from the beginning of the
process
Reactive neighbors, people who only react at the end of the process, when all the
decisions have been made and they final plan is about to be approved.

In the case studied, all these groups of actors can be identified. However, there are some
differences with the general situation presented by the study in Denmark. Public institutions in
Spain do not follow the same objectives and apply a common rule, since specific rules apply in
different regions and there are different targets in terms of renewable energy installed or
specific plans for wind power industry.
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In addition, political authorities do not always follow the plan they had previously presented.
The context in which decisions are made is an argument usually presented to defend variations
in the original strategy. An example is the new policy in terms of subsides to renewables in Spain.
Developers and landowners match the profile described. However, proactive and reactive
neighbors differ as well. The typical development process does not include a negotiation of the
characteristics of the farm or a frame where public can give their opinion. It is usually a one-way
flow of information, where developer communicates the plans for the area and the neighbors
can present appeals and complaints.
Therefore, neighbors became mainly reactive to the developer plans. There is a subgroup of
ea ti e eigh o s, those ho a e i fo ed a out the pla s th ough the edia, NGO s o o e
active people, and who can be convinced with fuzzy arguments to support or oppose the project.
An important impact that this type of process has over local acceptance is the lack of trust that
it generates in the community. The project initiation comes from outsiders, the developer
together with the owner, who usually gain the trust of locals by offering compensations from
the installation.
In addition to the previous human actors, wind turbines, sub-stations, grid connections, or even
documents like Environmental Impact Assessments or national and regional regulations can be
considered relevant actors as well. The existing networks between these actors and around wind
power developments are now described.

9.4.

Networks and power distribution

The following chart contains the most relevant actors identified in a Wind Power project and
the power relations existing between them. The arrows represent the direction in which that
power is applied, meaning that the beginning of the arrow is the most powerful actor and the
end of the arrow is the least powerful.
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Figure 10: Power distribution in the network
It can be observed that the developer is the actor where most arrows come from, meaning he
is the most powerful, while the neighbors, especially those active, are the ones where most
arrows end, meaning they have the least power. Figure 14 separates developer and local
community power of influence.
In the left side, the developer influence (green) is over the design of the wind farm, including
wind turbine, grid connection, sub-station and any additional infrastructure. In addition, it has
an influence over the content of the EIA, and the affection that the installation may have over
the neighbors and land owners. On the other hand, the developer receives the influence (red)
of both the public institutions, which regulate the industry, and the owner of the wind farm.
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Figure 11: Developer and local community power of influence
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EIA

In the right side, the local community influence (green), including neighbors and land owners, is
over the local and national political authorities, which are elected by them and who make the
decisions in terms of regulations and energy strategies. On the other hand, neighbors and land
owners are under the influence (red) of the developer and affected by wind turbines, grid
connection, sub-stations and the EIA.
These power relations can affect the level of local acceptance. If local community is not given an
opportunity to participate in the decision making process, the procedural justice (Wüstenhagen
et al. 2007) could be considered low, and the risk of opposition to the installation would be high.
Distributional justice refers to how costs and benefits are shared. If local neighbors identify that
the compensation they receive from the installation is considerably lower than the profit the
developer is making, resistance may arise.
The following sub-chapter includes an analysis on the different expectations that the project
brought to the different actors, as well as a summary of the ambiguities found in the case
studied.

9.5.

Different values for different actors

An analysis of the case is now made by using the value framework, in order to better understand
the different expectations that this and other wind power projects may create in the different
actors.
As mentioned in chapter 5, there are four different groups, or levels, of actors in an innovation
system. The following analysis is applied to the case of wind power:
User level
This is the i d fa o e , the i itiato of the p oje t, hose ai
oti atio i the project
is typically to make profit out of it, expecting to obtain the maximum value out of the
investment. The development of the wind farm is the necessary step to make the business work.
He is very often the person designing the plan together with the project developer.
Organization level
This is the project developer, the one making real the plan of the owner. They are very often
electric companies with a division in renewable energies. Their motivation is successfully
completing the installation of the wind farm, in order to continue growing in the renewable
market and to become a stronger actor in this industry.
Ecosystem level
This includes policy makers, regulators, and also representatives of the wind industry like the
AEE (Spanish Wind Power Association). There are different expectations and attitudes towards
wind farm developments. Different Governments may have different opinions about renewable
energies and, therefore, different difficulties may be faced by users and organizations.
Their main goal is to have satisfied citizens that may support them in the future. On the other
hand, representatives of the wind power industry contribute to empower the arguments
supporting these energies. Their expectation is a growth of the market and the sustainable
development of more wind farms.
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Society level
This is the highest level of value in the model and all the three previous levels are part of it. Local
authorities, neighbors and landowners are part of this group, and they benefit both from an
industry successfully performing and for the particular benefits obtained from the installation
of the wind farm in their surroundings. The impact of innovations on them is very often
underestimated. Sometimes they feel not included in the decision making process, which leads
to resistance, and which affects the project development, the time and costs.
An additional consequence of their influence can be seen in the support that citizens may give
to politicians, depending on their decisions, which can be related to their strategies in energy
policies.
It can be observed from this analysis that the resources considered so far have been related to
money, but human capital has barely been taken into account. Local communities are very often
not considered a relevant actors, but their satisfaction can increase the chances of a project to
be successful.
The different values motivate the different understandings of the episodes, which leads to the
appearance of ambiguities. Some examples are presented in the next section

9.6.

Ambiguities found and risks

The results obtained from the interviews to Developer Alfa project managers and the
spokesperson at the local NGO were contrasted with a survey. Some of the most remarkable
answers are included in the following table (the complete survey can be found in the appendix):
Table 9: Survey to developer and local NGO
Su ey uestio
Nu

De elope

e of sig ifi a t te ts a d
do u e ts

Lo al NGO

Mediu

Lo

High

Lo

Nu

e of sig ifi a t i te est
g oups i fa o

Nu

e of lette s of o je tio

Mediu

High

e of lette s i fa o

Mediu

Lo

Lo

Mediu

Nu

Positi e

edia o e age

Pa ti ipa ts e e ep ese tati e
Ba ie s to pa ti ipatio
i i ized

ee

High

Lo

Mediu

Lo
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These different considerations that various people can make from the same fact, and that can
therefore lead to unexpected situations, are the ambiguities this study aims to identify and
solve. The explanation may be found in the high level of uncertainty that a poor stakeholder
analysis in the EIA brought to project. The developer did not actively include the local NGOs,
which ended up fighting against the installation and increased the risks of the project successful
completion.
The biggest differences in their answers can be found in the questions regarding the number of
significant interest groups in favor and if the participants were representative of a full range of
points of view. Developer understands that there was a high support from the locals towards
the project, due to the majority of acceptance attitudes they identified in the individual
meetings with stakeholders.
However, the local NGO argues that a strong opposition to the project was ignored, as the 700
signatures or 100 administrative appeals demonstrate. In addition, the representativeness of
participants to the meetings was low in the eyes of the NGO, since a directly affected community
like Village 4 was not recognized as a stakeholder nor considered eligible for a compensation.
On the other hand, developer states that their local management tactics and the special
attention given to equity in compensations to all affected stakeholders ensures that participants
are representative of a full range of points of view and avoids discrepancies between local
communities.
Not including Village 4 in the Environmental Impact Study but including Village 6, equally big
and distanced from the wind farm, was most certainly the fact that led to not considering Village
4 neighbors as stakeholders of the project. The fact that NGO Beta is located in Village 4 was the
motive for them to be very actively opposing the project.
The following chapter discusses the findings of the previous analysis, extracting some
conclusions and ideas that may be suitable to be implemented in Spain.

10. Discussion: functional pattern and key policy
issues
The previous chapters have made it possible to analyze the TIS of Wind Power. The existence of
controversies and the reasons that lead to them have been identified. In addition, an
identification of the actors forming the network made it possible to describe the dynamics
between them, as well as the levels of procedural and distributional justice.
The current moment of translation, or change, in the actor network is the problematisation. The
previous analysis aimed to find the weak points in the innovation system. The following chapters
will define the improvements that may attract new actors, the interessment phase. The next
steps would then be enrollment, to align expectations, and the mobilization, when the
innovation occurs.
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High levels of uncertainty and ambiguity have been identified in wind power projects, and
specifically in the case studied. The situation corresponds with the case 4 in the model proposed
by Schrader and presented in chapter 6.
Table 10: Case 4, uncertainty-ambiguity relation
Case
Va ia les k o
Values u k o
Fu tio al elatio ships u k o
The variables intervening in the development process, named actors, are known by the
developer. However, the values these variables have, meaning their expectations, power and
potential effects of their actions, are not known by the developer, who tends to keep them
satisfied by giving them some compensations. In addition, it seems like the stakeholder analysis
made in the planning phase do not take into account the functional relationships between those
actors, meaning their networks and their relevance for the project success.
Table 11: Reduction of uncertainty and ambiguity strategy
High u e tai ty
High a

iguity

“e se- aki g & alue a al sis

The strategy to reduce the level of uncertainty and ambiguity, proposed by Thiry and presented
in chapter 6, passes by sense-making processes and value analysis. This implies understanding
the importance of the different actors affected by the project, recognizing the valuable input of
their opinion about the project, and changing the power distribution during the planning and
development process, so trust between the actors is increased and a more appropriate frame is
established to reach a successful result.
Chapters 9 and 10 have made it possible to answer the second sub-question:
Su RQ : Whi h are the pro le s proje t

a agers fa e he these episodes happe ?

The following sub-chapters elaborate more about how this process could be done, attending to
experiences in other countries that could be adapted to the specific singularities of the Spanish
market.
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10.1. Moving from a technocratic to a socio-technical system
The analysis of the technological innovation system of wind power in Spain leads us to classify it
as technocratic, meaning a system where technology is the main aspect taken into account and
where the projects are designed and implemented attending to pure technological efficiency,
obviating other aspects like society or the specific local values. These systems are typical from
the urban culture, while the rural areas still maintain traditional ways of interacting and preserve
other values apart from just profitability.
It should be considered moving to a socio-technical system (STS), as a new direction of search
(Geels and Schot 2007). A STS is a system with new scientific and technological as well as
socioeconomic and organizational components, which is reflecting new ideas and concepts on
the proffered design of such new systems (Geels 2004).
Ca paig s like A to fa ts , lau hed Vestas a d suppo ted by AEE in Spain, are continuous
in the technocracy of the system. They offer more information to the public opinion, trying to
convince them about the benefits of the Wind Energy, instead of reviewing their practices and
adapting them to the current situation, making the industry attractive to more people and
gaining their support.
In the specific case of the studied project, an aspect which has been identified as risky and
possibly source of uncertainty is the strategy of not informing in public meetings about the plans
fo the a ea a d the possi le affe tio s to lo als a s of life.
The Acting Code of the developer includes the local management of the project and the equity
in all compensations to affected stakeholders. However, the practice of individually approaching
stakeholders to explain their plans and negotiate the compensations makes the process less
transparent and more difficult to locals to trust on them. This is an extended practice in Wind
developments in Spain that has already been identified in previous papers (González 2008;
González & Estévez 2005).
There is a need of increasing procedural and distributional justice and trust, in order to reach
higher levels of local acceptance. New ways of involving citizens may be designed, focusing in
public participation. In this direction, a double approach is proposed:
Tactical change,
By opening the processes to the public, reaching higher levels of participation and
involvement and thus, of trust and acceptance of wind power. This includes a focus on
project performance, meaning time and cost; influence on macro and micro risk factors;
and the process, which includes initiation, identification, analysis, planning, monitoring
and control.
Strategic change,
By offering local communities joining a partnership and together developing smaller
scale wind farms. Benefit and risk sharing models, like co-ownership through community
founds or power contracting; contractual arrangements; active communication,
negotiation, and offering of incentives could contribute to re-activate the activity of the
Wind sector in Spain, increasing the levels of local and socio-political acceptance.
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The division of the approaches in tactical and strategic is inspired in the scientific article
Management of Investor Acceptance in Wind Power Megaprojects (Hampl et al. 2012). These
two approaches make it possible to answer the third sub-question:
Su RQ : Ho a proje t de elopers pla
lo ki g e ha is s?

etter

u dersta di g the d a i s of the

The following sub-chapter describes the new tactical approach, based on participatory
processes.

10.2. Tactical level: participatory processes
This sub-chapter includes the review of two cases which describe the risks of not including all
actors in the process and the benefits that public participation brings to the success of wind
power developments.
The following review refers to the case of a wind farm installed in Southern France, where high
controversies occurred when developers initially excluded an important town in the area
affected by the installation, and how people reacted when they were finally included.
Blowing against the wind — An exploratory application of actor network theory to the
analysis of local controversies and participation processes in wind energy (Jolivet et
al 2010)
Jolivet and Heiskanen used ANT to analyze local controversies and participation
processes in wind energy, by studying the case of a wind farm in the South of France. It
provides a socio-technical approach to analyze controversies and concepts related to
decision-making processes and power relationships.
In this context, they define two interesting concepts to understand the origins of
ambiguity and resistance to project: framing and overflowing. The definition can be found
in chapter 4, where the main concepts and theories on this study are described.
Framing is directly connected to the initial phases of the project, when developers start
approaching local authorities and neighbors to explain their plans for the area and how
they would impact/benefit them.
In the case of Cape Eole, only the closest villages were informed about the plans for the
area at the initial phase, when the frame was being established. Later on, they decided
to include Albi in the conversations as well. This is by far the largest town in the area and
its initial exclusion provoked a feeling of resistance on many of its 50000 inhabitants and
on its local institutions as well.
The overflows started then, with a strong opposition to the project and finally forcing
developers to modify the height of the turbines so visual impact, foundations size, noise
and affection to birds and bats was decreased.
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There are many similarities to the case in Spain: a village directly affected by the installation of
the turbines sees how developer excludes it from the project and starts a fight against anything
related to the wind farm. In case they would have been included from the beginning, the framing
phase would have taken into account their inquiries and a better design of the wind farm would
have been possible.
A conclusion from this case is that project planners need to adapt and interpret generic tools
and materials to make them fit local specifications. An understanding of the specific area of
implementation, the communities established there and their roles inside the network can be
obtained by inviting local actors to actively participate in the project, from its initial phases.
A way of doing this is by inviting the local community to take part of the EIA, using their
knowledge of the area to elaborate a more accurate document. This would be highly beneficial
for both the developer, who would need less resources to complete the very precise study, and
the local community, who would feel empowered and important for the project, making sure
none of the singularities they know from the area are obviated in the project.
Some additional practices that may serve to open the process and facilitate public participation
can be having an open office in-site where the developers can be met and the exchange of
information about the project can occur and the celebration of public meetings where the
questions that locals may have can be solved and additional information about the siting area
can be gathered. The next review refers to a multiple case study where the benefits of
participatory processes in wind power developments were evaluated.
Wind energy planning in England, Wales and Denmark: Factors influencing project
success (Loring 2007)
Loring studied how actor-network theory and public participation in planning relate to the
acceptance and success of wind power projects, by developing a number of indicators and
comparing a number of cases in England, Wales and Denmark with regards to these
indicators. The conclusions of her study were the following:
- “In cases where the use of participatory methods was high, the stability of
the network of project supporters was very often high, and vice versa.”
- “High use of participatory methods during the planning process is contributory
but not necessary for high levels of public acceptance in the project.”
- “Projects with high levels of public acceptance are more likely to succeed in
receiving planning permission, while projects with low levels of public
acceptance are more likely to fail.”
- “A stable network of project supporters is not a necessary condition for the
project to succeed during the planning process.”
- “If there is a stable network of actors opposing the project, then project
success is likely to be low. If network stability of opponents is low, however,
then project success is expected to be high.”
- “If there is an organized group of opponents to a project, there is a
significantly reduced chance of project success. In cases with no organized
opposition group, the likelihood of project success is high.”
The data from the 19 different cases studied was separately analyzed to determine the
possible existence of patterns across countries. No difference in the results was found.
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The use of surveys in our study had to finalities: on the one hand it was useful to double check
the answers of the interviewees and, on the other hand, it was helpful to determine the levels
of participation, public acceptance and network stability. The results are now presented (table
13), in order to check that Loring premises would also apply to wind power developments in
Spain.
Table 12: Developer and local NGO perceptions and average
Indicators

Developer

Local Opponent

Average

Network stability

Medium-high

Low

Medium-low

Community acceptance

Medium

Medium-low

Medium

Community participation

Medium-high

Low

Medium-low

Project Success

Medium

Medium-low

Medium

The results show that a medium-low use of participatory methods led to a medium-low network
stability, as well as a medium community acceptance of the project. Although it is not a
necessary condition for the project to succeed, having identified all the potentially affected
members of the community and involving them more actively in the project would have
contributed to a higher stability of the network and a higher acceptance of the project as well.
The medium level of acceptance let to a medium successful project, even though the network
stability was medium-low. However, project success is expected to have been higher if number
of opponents would have been lower, which would again have been reached by involving them
form the beginning of the planning phase and taking their inquiries into account.
This analysis shows that the premises set by Loring would also apply in the case studied. Even
though the study is limited to one project, it would be expected that it would apply to other
projects in Spain as well. The characteristics of this wind farms are present in most of the
developments across Spain: siting in rural areas, low density of local population, top-down
approach by offering compensations to the local community instead of involving them and
becoming partners, and no local initiation of the project.
The following review has been included to explain how different levels of participation and
distribution of decision power can affect the success of the project. Although it was developed
back in 1969, the concepts it includes still apply nowadays. Other authors and organizations, like
the International Organization for Public Participation (iap2), have developed similar models to
describe the different levels of public participation.
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The ladder of citizen participation (Arnstein 1969)
The ladder of citizen participation represents the different levels of citizens’ power to
determine the plan and/or the program in a project. He subscribes the words of a group
of students who highlighted that participation without redistribution of power is “an
empty and frustrating process” for the powerless. Arnstein describes the eight different
types of participation (and non-participation):
-

-

Manipulation and therapy describe the situation when power holders aim to
“educate” or “cure” the participants, rather than enabling them to participate in
planning.
Informing and consultation allows the powerless to hear and have a voice, but it
does not ensure that power holders will receive their message.
Placation is the next level, ensuring that powerless’ opinions are received by the
powerful, but they still are the only ones with power to decide.
Partnership enables powerless to negotiate with power holders, while delegated
power and citizen control ensures citizens have the majority of decision-making
seats or full managerial power.

Since time ago in history, those “nobodies” in the project aim to become “somebodies”
with enough power to make the target institutions responsive to their views, aspirations
and needs.

The situation of citizen participation in wind farm developments in Spain may be classified as an
informing level. The local neighbors are informed about their rights, responsibilities and options.
However, the emphasis is placed on a one-way flow of information with only one channel for
feedback, administrative appeals, but no power for negotiation.
Information is usually provided at the end of the planning phase, as it happened in the case
studied in Spain, when they informed in the middle of summer and with only a short add at one
of the city hall information walls. People have, in this way, little opportunity to influence the
program.
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In the case this paper is studying, there were also individual meetings with some of the
neighbors affected by the project, which can be seen unfair by some others who were not
contacted or who consider they received a different explanation or compensation. As
mentioned before, pu li eeti gs ould i ease eigh o s t ust i de elope s i te tio s, as
they all would get an explanation of the situation at the same time. That would place them into
the next levels: consultation and placation.
However, this may not be seen as the desired situation. They could see it as a way of
pa ti ipati g i pa ti ipatio
athe tha ha i g an influence in the decisions made by
planners.
The real citizen participation starts by establishing partnerships with them, making clear that
they have the chance to give their opinion, discuss the contents of the different parts of the
project and influence the decisions.
An option to reach this situation if by using a different strategy, offering neighbors not only
compensations or certain investments in local infrastructures, but also a large part of the wind
farm shares.
The next chapter includes an explanation of the approach used in some successful wind farms,
in terms of acceptance and project result, in Denmark and Sweden.

10.3. Strategic level: partnerships with local communities
Even though it was not part of the initial scope of the paper, this new strategy has been identified
as potentially appropriate for the case of Wind Power in Spain.
Denmark can be seen as an example of the success of partnering with local communities from
many years ago. People feel more attached to the wind farm when they partially own it. In that
country, a new legislation from 2009 says that a minimum of 20% of the shares of every wind
farm should be owned by the local community (Danmarks Vindmølleforening 2009).
Ho e e , the e is a asso iated phe o e o o sisti g o
i d fa
o ads , people ho
periodically change their homes, moving to those areas where wind farms are being developed
and acquiring part of the shares. It represents an opportunity for attracting people from the
cities to move to rural areas.
Another common practice in Denmark since the 1980s is the foundation of cooperatives to
install small scale wind farms a ou d the e e s home towns (Danmarks Vindmølleforening
2009). It is usually formed by a number of neighbors looking for a way of investing in a
sustainable business. Shares are also offered to other neighbors apart from the ones initially
forming the cooperative, which contributes to a lower investment needed to install it.
A share is usually equivalent to 1000 KWh/y and people generally acquire between 3 and 5
shares. No ta es a e paid he the p odu tio e e ue is less tha
€/ . Decisions about the
project are made by voting and power is equally distributed between all the shareholders, giving
one vote per person, no matter the number of shares (Soerensen 2013).
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Sorensen et al. explain, through a number of cases in Denmark and Sweden, how these
cooperatives made the projects to be successful.
Experience with and strategies for public involvement in offshore wind projects
(Sorensen et al. 2003)
They present three approaches to involve local communities:
-

through information about the ongoing development
through involvement in the decision making process
and through financial involvement in the project

Afterwards, the Middelgrunden wind farm in Copenhagen is described. It consists on
twenty 2 MW turbines, half of them owned by a cooperative of neighbors. 8.500 people
participated with an average investment of 1.850 €, becoming the World’s largest wind
turbine cooperative. The other half of the wind farm is owned by Dong Energy, partner
for the development and execution of this project.
People were invited to participate in the planning process, being able to make comments
and show their disconformity or contribute with suggestions to possible improvements in
the design. The wind farm layout was finally changed from three rows to a curved line,
and the number of turbines reduced from 27 to 20.
Some of the advantages identified from using public participation in this project are:
-

improvement of planning decisions and balancing of different aspects
more awareness of public concerns
understanding of possible cooperation between opposing parties
elimination of misinformation and believed threats

-

increase on acceptance and future confidence

Public involvement in wind power projects has been a key-factor in the successful development
of wind farms in Denmark. Offering shares to neighbor cooperatives and participatory processes
have played an important role in these processes. Around 15% of Danish Wind turbines are
owned by cooperatives.
The first approach Sorensen presents is the one applied in the project in Spain. Participation was
limited to keep people informed, but no they were not allowed to influence the decisions, nor
to be financially involved.
Wind Power developers in Spain, like Developer Alfa, could evaluate the possibilities that
involving in the decision making process and financially as well could bring the wind power
industry. Investing in the promotion of small and medium scale installations would ensure them
developing and maintaining a number of wind turbines.
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In this moment, no more developments of large scale wind farms are expected, and many people
are looking for business opportunities in Spain. Becoming leaders in cooperative developments
could contribute to maintain the activity of the industry, continuing with the growth of
renewable installations, attracting more people to rural areas and bringing them the possibility
of investing in a sustainable business.
A search of existing wind power cooperatives in Spain has been made, and only a few examples
have been found.
Eolpop is a cooperative founded in 2009, as a proposal of the Spanish section of Renewable
E e gies Eu opea Asso iatio Eu osola , to commemorate the 25th anniversary of the first
wind turbine installation in Spain. Its objective is to give the chance to participants to obtain the
electricity they need in a daily basis from renewable energies. Therefore, a calculation of the
annual consumption of each investor is made, and his minimum participation in the project is
the cost equivalent to producing that energy.
The project consists therefore in sharing the cost of the installation among the participants of
the cooperative, allowing them to actively participate in the decision-making process, and
sharing the benefits it generates. 135 people have participated in the project, with a total
i est e t of
.
€. The project is currently getting the final consents to start the
installation of the chosen turbine, an Alcom model ECO-122.
Goiener is a cooperative founded in 2013 ith the o je ti e of de o atizing access to
renewable energies . Its aspi atio is to ake i di iduals being able to generate and consume
green energy coming from their own installations. Their focus is not only in wind power but also
in solar and biomass. They already have 1841 associates and they currently continue growing
before starting the installation and the generation of renewable energy.
Similar examples are found in solar power, like Ecooo Cooperative. They have 62 solar plants
across Spain, with an installed capacity of 4.623 Kw. Anybody can become a member from an
i est e t of
€. The pa back a 6% interest per year.
These examples aim to demonstrate that there is an incipient interest in part of the society in
Spain for being actively involved in the development of renewable energy installations,
especially in wind power.
The strategy proposed passes by engaging with these emerging cooperatives, collaborating in
their diffusion and becoming their partner to develop and maintain their installations. The
promotion of this activity could lead to the creation of more cooperatives across Spain and
developers like Developer Alfa could use their expertise to collaborate with them in the design
and execution of the installations.
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The situation in Denmark, where high levels of support are found on a national level while on
the local is becoming lower, is a typical example of the dynamics that the Wind Power industry
is experiencing.

Figure 12: Desired directions to gain support for wind power in Denmark and Spain
The situation in Spain is different and high levels of support are observed on the local level, while
on a national level there is not much interest about it. One of the main objectives of this thesis
was to investigate and develop methods for maintaining high levels of local support to wind
power developments and, if possible, expanding it to a national level. The strategy proposed
above can contribute to the achievement of that objective.

11. Conclusion
This study has made it possible to identify the dynamics around the Wind Power industry in
Spain, with a focus on the project development techniques and the participation of local
communities in the planning phase.
Through to the use of the Technology Innovation System of Analysis, the main actors intervening
in the projects, the power relations between them, and the existing networks were identified
and analyzed, with regards to Actor Network Theory.
The success of the practices applied by project developers in the past does not ensure its
sustainability in the future. In many countries, in which Wind Power is an important industry,
local communities have shown several times episodes of opposition to relevant projects, due to
the lack of participation in the decision making process. As it has been explained in chapter 10,
Denmark is an example of these episodes.
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The analysis in this thesis made possible to find that in Spain most power is held by the
developer, relegating the local communities to a passive role where only some compensations
are awarded to them. The existence of controversial episodes around wind farm development
processes may lead to unexpected situations that make the completion of the projects difficult.
The first sub-question was then answered.
In addition, the importance of an early identification of key stakeholders, as well as the
establishment of active meetings and collaboration with them, was highlighted. The risks of not
including them in important documents for the project like the EIA has been mentioned, as well
as the connection between this and the arising of o e flo s o a iguities around the project.
This made it possible to answer the second sub-question.
The discussion of the study focused on two approaches to reduce the levels of uncertainty and
ambiguity around these complex projects. The first approach presents and analyzes the benefits
that participatory processes would bring to wind farm developments. The second approach
consists on a new strategy based on partnering with local communities through the offer of
shares or the promotion of cooperatives.
This answered the third sub-question and the main research question formulated in chapter 3:
RQ: Ho to a ou t for a iguit as a lo ki g
o ple proje ts: the ase of Wi d Po er i “pai

e ha is

he pla

i ga d

a agi g

These partnerships could benefit the Wind Power sector by creating a wider spectrum of
individuals attached to it, thus making possible the continuation of the activity of the industry.
This strategy could be an important future area of study for the Wind Power industry.

12. Perspectivation - Critique
This chapter is a reflection on the study presented above, through which the identification of
alternative methods that could have contributed to improve the result is attempted.
Although the autho s la k of p e ious experience in wind power may have influenced the result
of this study, his knowledge in other engineering projects made possible to understand the
processes related to the planning, development, installation and maintenance of wind farms.
Regarding the theoretical approach, Actor Network Theory may be considered too abstract and
not formalized. It is difficult to determine the boundaries of such a study, like who or what to
include. However, some of its strengths are that it is not limited to humans, including nonhumans as an important part of the network; it is good for studying power relations and changes
in networks; and it provides with a comprehensive approach to innovation in society. The fact
that ANT is abstract means that it is flexible and as such it is valid for different network sizes.
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In addition, a multiple case study would have added quality to the analysis, since more
experiences would have been included, different development practices would have been
analyzed and more concrete solutions could have been obtained. However, due to the limited
time available for the research and data collection, as well as the fact that the case was studied
from a different country, it was not possible to include more cases than those presented above.
Future studies in this topic should consider exploring the experience of developers in other
projects which faced controversies. Some of the examples given during the interviews and which
could add valuable information to complete this study are:
-

-

-

-

The case of some wind farms which were developed separately to make the approval of
the EIA easier and which were recently informed they should have been developed as
one single farm due to their proximity
The case in which a neighbor realized that the connection to the grid was partially
occupying his property and who blocked the installation with his body until a
compensation was paid
The case of a neighbor who installed a fence along the paths which the trucks
transporting the blades needed to use, in order to avoid them using his property. The
trucks could not use the paths anymore and the blades had to be transported by
helicopter
The case of an NGO which opposed very actively to the installation of a wind farm due
to its visual impact and which managed to influence the public opinion and the
institutions to finally block the project. However, the majority of the local neighbors
were in favor of the installation.

The review of previous scientific articles in this topic made it possible to compare the case
studied with a number of successful projects in other countries. However, the analysis of more
cases in Spain, like those presented above, is expected to make it possible the finding of
additional controversial episodes related to public participation that empower the findings of
this thesis.
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